and then an evaluation in routine work conditions. The operational characteristics of the system were also studied. The first stage included a photometric study: dependent on the absorbance, the inaccuracy varies between +0"5% to -0"6% at 405 nm and from -5"6% to 10"6% at 340 nm; the imprecision ranges between -0"22% and 0"56% at 405 nm and between 0"09% and 2"74% at 340 nm. Linearity was acceptable, apart from a very low absorbance for NADH at 340 nm; and the imprecision of the serum sample pipetter was satisfactory.
Introduction
The Olympus AU-510 is a selective multichannel analyser for both routine and urgent analyses in medium to large laboratories. The present evaluation was carried out in accordance with the protocol of the Comision de Instrumentacion de las Sociedad Espafiola de Quimica Clinica (SEQC) [1] and the guidelines of the European Committee for Clinical Laboratory Standards (ECCLS) [2] .
The evaluation of the analytical units included a study of inaccuracy, within-and between-run imprecision, and photometric linearity from 340 to 410 nm, as well as the imprecision of serum sample pipetter.
The within-and between-run imprecision was studied for 12 serum analytes under routine conditions; carry-over in the serum and reagent sample pipetters was also examined.
The analyser contains a freezer where the reagents are held between 4C and 10C in 18 ml aliquots. Every test has up to nine positions for reagents which may or not be concentrated; three sets of40 positions may be defined for reagent I (R-I) and three sets of 16 positions for reagent II (R-II).
Reagents Non-standard (see table 1 ).
Photometric imprecision
The same solutions were used as in the previous section and the necessary dilutions were made to obtain approximate absorbances of 0"050, 0"100, 0"200, 0"500, 1"000, and 2"000; 30 
